(1) f(*)(l -2*-) = £ Pn(s)ttn + *)*-•,
00
(2) f(,)(l -31-) = 1 + 2 £ Pi-Wf(2» + 5)3-2"-, so that f (5, 1) =f (5), then we can easily obtain Ramaswami's results, as well as more general formulas, as consequences of some fundamental properties of f (s, a). Equation (1) is generalized by formula (8) below, whereas (2) and (3) are special instances of (13). Further general formulas are given in (9), (10), (11), and (15). The basic properties of f (s, a) which we shall use are: the difference equation, For fixed s^l, the series in (7) converges absolutely for \a\ <1. The expansion (7) follows at once from the fact that df(s, a)/da = -sf(s + 1, a),
whereas (5) and (6) can be established from the definition (4). The Hurwitz zeta function exists as an analytic function in the whole s-plane except for a simple pole at 5=1 and formulas (5), (6), and (7) are valid for all s.
The basic idea which we use is the following. We apply (7) to various values of a taken from some set A, where the set A is chosen so that the sum E f(*> o+l) aGA can be simplified. The simplification is effected by means of (5) and (6). For instance, if we take a=-h/k, O^h^k -1, and sum on h we obtain E Us, 1 -h/k) = E Pn(s)Un + *)*-"E h\
But by (6) we have
and hence we obtain the identity If we now take a = h/k, l^h^k -l in (7), sum on h and take into account (5), we are led to the similar formula f(*)(l -ft1-) = E A- Adding (8) and (9) yields "" ",,,, " , l^1, , APi,(j)f(2» + *) Bin+1(k) do) K-)(i-*^)-Tgir.+ E-______ since 52n+i = 0 for »^1. Subtracting (9) from (8) leads to a remarkable formula for the partial sums of the Dirichlet series for f(s), namely:
Incidentally, when & = 2, formulas (10) and (11) reduce to equations (1) and (2) of Ramaswami's paper.
Next we apply (7) with a = h/k, lg,h^k/2, (h, k) = l, k>2, and where <p(a, ft) = Xl^^W(*i)=i ft" is the sum of the ath powers of those integers not exceeding ft/2 which are relatively prime to ft. When ft has the values ft = 3, 4, or 6, then tp(a, ft) becomes identically 1 and (13) simplifies considerably. Formulas (2) and (3) are the cases ft = 3 and ft = 6.
Finally, we use (7) with a = ft/ft, l^ftgft/2, ft^2, and sum on h to obtain E Us, i + h/k) = E (-i)"7>n(s)r(« + 5) ft-E a».
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Similarly we have
Adding these and using (5) gives us E*r(*, h/k) = ft« E *-• A=-l l^Agfc/2 + 2EJp2»Wf(2« + ^ft-2" E ^2n. n=0 lgngfc/2 where E* means that the term corresponding to h = ft/2 must be doubled when ft is even. By (6) we can write E*r(j, h/k) = k^s) +-^-^-rC*.
1/2), *=i 2 and if we denote by f(a, ft) the sum /(«, ft) = E ft*. 
